
IAIN’s LOCKDOWN WALKS 

No. 14 BANNAMS WOOD FROM HENLEY-IN-ARDEN 

Either travel by train to Henley-in-Arden station, the X20 bus from Coventry and Solihull 

to the High Street or if travelling by car, use free car park at the end of Prince Harry Road 

(250m along A4189 Warwick Road from the junction with the Stratford Road on your left). 

1. From the Prince Harry car park return to the Warwick Road and turn right, at the traffic 

lights turn left into Stratford Road. After about 200m cross road and take access road 

right to former school remaining on this track for 380m, and after crossing railway 

bridge look for kissing gate left. Follow path crossing over access track to farm then 

clearly defined path to gap in hedge with kissing gate, continue to the left of a line of 

trees down to stile No. 1 in the hedge. Cross Mays Hill to stile No. 2 in the hedge 

opposite and follow right hand boundary with Mays Hill Farm to metal gate and 

continue on this heading to another gate. Exit onto farm track and follow this for about 

320m and on reaching field ahead go through gate to the left of entrance onto narrow 

path between wood and fence. After about 560m the path turns left thru gate and the 

edge of the wood and exit by another gate into field (can be muddy here due to 

springs). Go straight ahead across field aiming for left-hand field boundary, continue 

along field boundary and go thru gate and along well-defined path for 500m to exit 

onto Wawensmere Road via gate. 

2. Turn right along this road for 170m then take left fork towards Upper Wawensmere. 

After about 600m the track veers left (by farm house); follow track for approx. 125m 

where it turns right and up a slight rise (you may encounter grass snakes here!) to a 

gate. Cross the field slightly left of the previous heading to a gate in the fence to the 

next field then head diagonally left to corner of field. Continue along left-hand hedge 

to next field corner then go thru kissing gate left and along sunken path to exit via 

metal gate onto lane and turn right. 

3. Continue along lane, taking care at right-hand bend, for 320m until entrance to High 

Fields Farm is reached and go thru metal gate to left of entrance. Continue along track 

as it climbs thru Bannams Wood to bench, which is a good place for a break. Continue 

to the right of the bench along the track and when the right-hand edge of the wood is 

reached follow well defined path. Exit wood over stile No. 3 into field and follow right-

hand field boundary for a short distance then cross stile No. 4 on your right and follow 

left-hand field boundary downhill and enter small copse then thru kissing gate and 

cross over Wawensmere Road to kissing gate opposite. 

4. Walk along the left-hand field boundary, go thru narrow gap into next field. Officially 

the footpath goes diagonally right across this field to a gap mid-way in the hedge 

opposite. However, on date of survey walkers were going down the left-hand 

boundary then turning right until stile No. 5 is reached (due to planting of crops the 

course of the path had been erased). Go across the middle of the next field to stile No. 

6, then up the slight incline to stile No. 7 to the left of farm gate. Follow well-defined 

path diagonally across next field to stile No. 8 and continuing on same heading to stile 

No. 9 in boundary hedge. Maintain heading to copse of trees ahead, cross stile No. 10 

and small stream to kissing gate then head uphill left to wooden fence with stile No. 

11 where there is a change in heading. Cross field to Stile No. 12 then orchard to stile 
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No. 13 and cross driveway to brick wall then follow this to stile in wall and cross the 

garden of the house to your right. 

5. Cross the A4189 with extreme care to stile No. 14 opposite and head for abandoned 

stile in the middle of field. Remain on this heading thru field entrance and go thru gap 

in boundary hedge to footbridge. Turn left to kissing gate at corner of field then 

immediately right thru another kissing gate. Follow well defined path to railway 

station (at time of survey there was a fallen branch partially blocking the path 

necessitating some limbo dancing!). Cross railway footbridge and exit onto Station 

Road and turn right as far as Brook End Close on your left. Proceed down close and 

turn briefly right at T and look for footpath left that brings you to the High Street. Turn 

right and just before Henley Ices (152 High Street) look for alleyway on the opposite 

side of the road with blue pedestrian sign “Medical Centre            ”. Go thru and this 

will bring you to the Prince Harry car park. 

 

A visit to Henley Ices for an ice cream is recommended as is the Nags Head for more 

substantial refreshments. 

11.5 km (7 miles) 14 stiles 

Iain Wells. Surveyed 1st July 2020. 
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